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Abstract 
The independent particle model (IPM) coupled with empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) was used to 





. Initial results show a clear asymmetrical positron charge distribution relative to the bond center. It is observed that 
the positron density is maximum in the open interstices and is excluded not only, from the ion cores but also to a 
considerable degree from the valence bonds. Electron-positron momentum densities are calculated for the (001,110) 
planes. The results are used to analyze the positron effects in AlN, GaN and InN compounds. Our computational 
technique provides the theoretical means of interpreting the k-space densities obtained experimentally using the two-
dimensional angular correlation of annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR).     
I-INTRODUCTION 
      Positron annihilation experiments have been extensively used to investigate the electronic structure of pure metals, 
alloys and metals containing defects such as mono-vacancies, dislocations and large voids [1,2]. If the results of the 
experiments are to be used to obtain information about the electronic structure in these systems, it is important to have 
some knowledge of the spatial distribution of the annihilating positron [3]. 
      Experiments and theory indicate that the measured two-photons angular correlation curves reflect the momentum 
space density of the electrons seen by injected positrons and contain information about the occupied regions of k-space 
[4,5], i.e. the Fermi surface [6]. The investigation of the electronic properties of solid by use of electronic and positronic 
charge densities represent an area of increasing importance. So far, most of the work has concerned electron charge 
densities as this has been found useful for the understanding of chemical bonds and recently for the modification of band 
structures by interstitial impurities [7,8]. The great success of recent developments in this field provokes us to ask for a 
better understanding of the charge densities. We will try to show that both electronic and positronic charge densities could 
provide complementary information about the structure of semiconductors. 
On the theoretical side, there has been some attempt to study the behavior of the positron wave function in 
compound semiconductors and alloys. This paper reports a theoretical framework for calculating the distribution of 
thermalized positrons and the electron pseudo-charge density for GaN, InN and AlN compounds. 
      Gallium nitride (GaN) and Aluminum nitride (AlN) are two of the most promising III-V semiconductors for short 
wavelength optoelectronic devices [9,10]. The quest for light emitters and detectors operating from the blue to UV regions 
of the electromagnetic spectrum has tantalized researchers for several decades. Not long ago, most of the research work 
concentrated on the wide band gap II-VI materials ZnS and ZnSe with direct band gap structure. Lifetime problems and 
difficulties arising from the p-type doping have plagued effort on these materials. In the meantime, investigations have 
concentrated on the study of nitrides based III-V compounds. A lot of interest has been generated in the III-V nitrides 
because of the commercially available blue and green light emitting diodes based on an InGaN-GaN heterostructure [11]. 
The breakthrough of doping GaN via substitution of gallium by magnesium [12] and the fact that it is widely believed that 
self-compensation problems do not plague III-V semiconductors, and so the existence of the iso-anionic semiconductors 
InN, GaN and AlN with large band gap (2 eV (orange), 3.5 eV (ultraviolet), and 6 eV (ultraviolet), respectively), has raised 
the possibility of fabricating nitride based materials. 
      GaN is, by far, the most heavily studied of all of the III-V nitrides, yet, compared to Si and GaAs semiconductors, 
relatively little is known about GaN. The zinc blende GaN has a higher saturated electron drift velocity [13] and a 
somewhat lower energy band gap than wurtzite GaN. Mizuta et al. [14] first reported bulk zinc blende GaN grown on (001) 
GaAs. InN is, in the context of nitrides, probably the least known. InN has received the same attention as GaN and AlN 
primarily because the 1.9 eV band gap for InN corresponds to a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in which 
alternative semiconductor technology exists. The band gap of this material is direct and the optical absorption threshold 
lies in the orange portion of the visible spectrum. This material has recently been synthesized in zinc blende structure [15] 
with a measured lattice constant of 0.498 nm. 
Computational details are given in section 2, and section 3 is devoted to the discussion of the results. 
II- FORMALISM 
In the independent particle approximation [16-18], the probability of annihilation of the electron-positron pair with 
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where kn is the Bloch wave function of the valence electron with wave vector k in the n
th
 band, and  is the Bloch wave 
function of the thermalized positron. The integration is performed over the whole volume of the crystal and the summation 
is taken over the occupied electronic states. By assuming that the positron is fully thermalized, we regard p as the 
momentum of the valence electron. 
  The counting rate measured by the standard parallel slit apparatus is proportional to  
  ),,(),( zyxzyx pppdppp        (2) 
 We define the function )(pN by folding )(p with respect to all reciprocal lattice vectors G  as follows: 
   
G
Gpp )()(N        (3) 
We have exactly  







   (4) 
Where knU  and V are the periodic parts of the wave function of valence electron and positron, respectively, and the r-
integration is performed over the unit cell with volume  . 
In the folded function )(pN , each k -point in the momentum space occupied by the electrons is mapped by the  -
function in the weight of the electron-positron overlap in their densities. Corresponding to the experimental condition, 
)(pN is one dimensionally integrated along the direction towards a fixed detector of  -rays  as  
  ),,(),( zyxzyx pppNdpppN   ,     (5) 
the mapping of the ),( zx ppN  on the yx pp   plane gives an information of the occupied k -space . 
   If the positron wave function is assumed to be constant (namely a uniform distribution of positrons ), we obtain the exact 
geometry of the occupied k -space along the direction of integration, namely the projection of the first Brillouin zone, for 
semiconductors the real non-uniform distribution of positrons deforms the geometry, according to the weight of the 
electron-positron overlap . 
   For the calculation of the weight function, we adopted the pseudo-potential method, where the periodic parts knU  and 
)(rV  are expanded in terms of the plane waves, 
  )exp(C)( n Rrr
R
k iU        for valence electrons,                 (6) 
  
G
)(i)D(V GrGr exp)(     for positrons,    (7) 
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the sCn )'(Rk  and  sD )'(G  were determined in the following energy band calculations . 
The object of each band structure calculation, be it for an electron or a positron, is to solve the Schrödinger equation for a 
crystal potential V(r), 
For the valence electrons we have 







 ,                                                                (10) 
where the pseudoV  is the empirical pseudo-potential determined by Kobayashi [19] . The form factors used in our 
calculations were taken from [20].  
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For the positron we have  







ionic core +V valence electrons    ,                               (12) 
where the V ionic core is the crystal ionic potential given by  
  V ionic core (r)= )( ji tRr 
i j
v       ;                                   (13) 
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and the potential due to the valence electrons is 
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The wave function of the fully thermalized positron   is given, in good approximation, by the wave function 0,1  kn   , i.e. 
the wave function at the bottom of the positron energy band. 
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where )(kn  is the occupation number equal to 1 for the occupied states  and zero for the empty states. For a periodic 
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where )(, GknA  are the Fourier coefficients of the positron-electron wave function product. 
It is usual to perform a “Lock-Crisp-West” (LCW) zone folding [21] of the various extended zone components of )(p  into 
the first Brillouin zone, thus forming the zone-reduced momentum density: 
  )()(  
iG
kn iGp                                                               (19) 
where iG  is the i
th
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Foe the metallic material, the two photon momentum distribution exhibits breaks at the Fermi momentum p=k and also 
another at p=k+G. 
However, in the long slit angular correlation experiment one measures a component of the pair momentum density as 
given by: 
  yxz dpdppN )()(
2
p
                                                         (22) 
It contains two sets of information. The sharp breaks in ),( yx ppN  reveal the topology and size of the Fermi surface 
(FS) while the shape of ),( yx ppN  reflects more details of the wave functions of the electron and the positron.  
The parameters used for this calculation are listed in table 1, the calculated Fourier coefficients of the valence charge 
densities for InN, AlN and GaN are given in table 2. 
III-RESULTS 
In the first step of our calculations, we have computed the Fourier coefficients of the valence charge densities 
using the empirical pseudopotential method (EPM) [22]. As mentioned in the introduction, this method has been proved to 
be largely sufficient to describe qualitatively the realistic charge densities. As input, we have introduced the form factors 
(the symmetric and antisymmetric parts) and the lattice constants for GaN, AlN and InN. The resulting Fourier coefficients 
are used to generate the corresponding positron wave function using the IPM. 
The positron band structures for GaN, AlN and InN as calculated by the IPM approximation, are shown in figures 
1a, 1b and 1c. the first obvious observation is the similarity between the positron and electron energy spectrum, with the 
exception that the positron energy spectrum does not exhibit a band gap. The lowest positron energy state is the Γ1 state 
at k+=0; the corresponding eigenvalue E lies several eV above the interstitial potential. The electron and positron band 
structures are almost free-electron like, i.e. not too far different from those we would draw for the empty lattice; the 
electron and the positron see the same symmetry operations, we therefore expect merely the same energy band forms. 
The electron and positron potentials used in our calculations are both positive, that of the positron is simply electrostatic 
and positive because of its charge and the absence of the exchange term. A simple electrostatic electron potential would 
obviously be negative, however the electron pseudopotential used here includes consideration of orthogonalization and 
other quantum effects, and therefore is also positive. This may explain again the similarity of the dispersion curves. The 
lack of energy band gap in the positron band structure is consistent with its nature. 
Using the model potential and basis set described in the previous section, we computed the positron charge 
density at the bottom of the lowest band. These charge densities are calculated along the normal nearest-neighbor 
tetrahedral distance ( the <111> axis) and in the (111 ) plane. Positron charge densities at Γ1 for GaN, AlN and InN are 
displayed in figures (2) and (3a, 3b and 3c). Qualitatively, these charge distributions present nearly the same 
characteristics, there is however a clear buildup of positron charge distribution in the interstitial regions, and that the 
probability is low around the positions of the nuclei. The positron is repelled by the positively charged atomic cores and 
tend to move in the interstitial regions. The maximum of the charge is located at the tetrahedral site. The positron density 
is reduced almost to vanishing point in the immediate vicinity of the ion cores. At no point along the nearest neighbor (Ga-
Al-In-N) vector is the position density more than a few percent of its peak value in the interstitial regions. 
From a quantitative point of view, there is a difference of charge in the interstitial regions, the positron distribution 
is more pronounced in the neighborhood of the Indium (In) anion than in that of the Nitrogen (N) cation and almost the 
same in that of Gallium and Aluminum cation.  Note the asymmetrical positron distribution in the 3 compounds, note also 
the difference in the positron density at the atomic cores for InN is slightly larger than that of GaN and AlN. These 
differences in profiles are immediately attributable to the cell which contains the larger valence and the larger ion core, due 
to the fact that, on one hand, Indium presents a larger valence than both Al and Ga, and on the other hand the In ion core 
is smaller than Al and Ga. We can also include the effect of the differences in the electronegativity between the elements 
of these alloys, the positron tends to fill the interstitial regions with ion cores having less positive charge. Consequently, we 
may deduce that positrons are attracted by sites with high electronic charge densities. The conclusion would be that the 
positron charge distribution is sensitive to the change in the valence charge density and the contribution of the core 
electrons results in a higher repulsion of positrons. We are considering the implications of this in regard to the propensity 
for positron trapping and the anisotropies that might be expected in the momentum densities for both free and trapped 
positron states.  
We should, however, point out that the good agreement of the band structure and charge densities were used as 
an indication of both the convergence of our computational procedure and the correctness of the pseudopotential 
approach using the adjusted form factors, these latter as well as the lattice constant have been adjusted to the 
experimental data before the calculations.  
Electron-positron momentum densities are at various occupied p=k+G. Since the contributions are continuous, 
thus all the bands are full, and its form can be entirely determined by the electron wave functions whose symmetries play 
an important role. 
Figures (5 and 6) display sections of the 2D electron-positron momentum densities by integration of the appropriate plane 
[001] and [110] directions for InN, Aln and GaN respectively. The general feature of the observed 2D momentum 
distributions of annihilation radiation in InN, AlN and GaN is similar. The electron positron-positron momentum density in 
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the [001] directions is seen to be flat as observed in Si and Ge [23]. Compared to this, the profile along the <110> 
direction is sharply peaked. However, the valleys and dips observed in InN, AlN and GaN are very shallow as compared 
with those of Si and Ge. This fact clearly tells us that the momentum dependence is very much different between 
elemental and compound semiconductors. 
Figures 6a, 6b and 6c display the electron-positron momentum density in the (110-001) plane GaN, AlN and InN. The 
features are similar for both alloys, we notice continuous contributions, i.e. there are no breaks in the distributions.  
The sharp peaking along the <110> direction and the flatness of the peak along the <001> direction could also 
be understood in terms of the contribution of σ and π* orbitals to the ideal sp3 hybrid ones. Since the electronic 





















, the interaction between second neighbor σ bonds is equivalent to a π antibonding interaction between 
neighboring atoms. Actually every σ bond interacts with three such slightly displaced, but parallel, σ bonds lying on both 
ends. In this case we also believe that the flattening at the top of the angular correlation annihilation radiation (ACAR) line 
shape along the [110] is due to the positron seeing this extra π* interaction. From the quantitative point of view, we note 
however, that the e-e
+ 
momentum density is more pronounced in InN than AlN and GaN, this is consistent with the   
electronic configurations of outer electrons in the ground atomic state as mentioned above; the reason behind this might 
be also due to the elemental tetrahedrally coordinated environments, the positron sees different electronic environments in 
the 3 compounds InN, AlN and GaN. The Indium ion cores are larger than those of Gallium and Aluminum this would lead 
as expected a greater positron penetration in InN than in GaN and AlN and hence a greater annihilation rate, this is 
manifested in the angular correlation curve as an increase in the fractional area of the broad component of the 
momentum. The broad component arises largely from annihilation with electrons in the ion cores which have high 
momentum components on their wave functions due to their localization.  
Figures 7a and 7b and 7c give the calculated LCW folded distribution for InN, AlN and GaN. The momentum distribution in 
the extended zone scheme is represented by n(k) in the reduced zone scheme. We can deduct from the map that the 
electronic structure consists entirely of full valence bands, since the amplitude variation in the LCW folded data is merely 
constant. 
The calculated electron-positron momentum density bird’s eye view of reconstructed 3D momentum space 
density) in the (110-001) plane is displayed in Figs. 8a, 8b and 8c. There is a good agreement in the qualitative feature 
between our results and experimental data obtained by Berko and co-workers for carbon [24], one can notice that there is 
a continuous contribution, i.e. there is no break, thus all the bands are full. 
Table 1: The symmetric and antisymmetric form factors (in Ry), and the lattice constant ao (in 




















compound lattice constant ao Experimental 
lattice constant 
ao [20] 
 form factors 
InN 4.98 12.2117 Vs (3) = -0.3240 
Vs (8) = -0.2550 
Vs (11) =0.0548 
Va (3) = 0.2090 
Va (4) =0.1740 









4.36 11.5879 Vs (3) = -0.3000 
Vs (8) =0.08000 
Vs (11) =0.1100 
Va (3) =0.28000 
Va (4) =0.33000 
















Vs (3) = -0.3000 
Vs (8) = -0.0600 
Vs (11) =0.070 
Va (3) =0.28000 
Va (4) =0.20000 
Va (11) =0.0150 
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Fourier coefficients (e/Ω) 
 









 8.00000         0.00000 
0.107648       -0.60203 
-0.018943       -0.02451 
0.000023       -0.02333 
0.000000       -0.28655 
0.000000        0.01245 
0.000654       -0.00546 
8.00000          0.00000 
0 .19878        -0.768322 
0.02235         -0.019876 
-0.00077        -0.044761 
0.00000          -0.143354 
0.00000          0 .017221 
0.00022        -0.000567 
8.00000         0.00000 
0 .21877        -0.517762 
0.02356         -0.015894 
-0.00076        -0.047861 
0.00000          -0.197954 
0.00000          0 .016418 
0.000154        -0.000654 
 
CONCLUSION 
          We have performed theoretical calculations of the positronic properties of  GaN, InN and AlN calculated within  
the  pseudopotential  formalism and  employing   the  independent particle model (IPM).These distributions are found to  
be  strongly  influenced  by  the  actual symmetry of the orbitals taking part in bonding, therefore, it  is expected  that  the 
positron-annihilation technique is  an  effective  tool  and  a   sensitive microscopic  probe  of  semiconductors; we  have  
shown   that by performing  the  electron-positron  momentum  densities, a   deep insight into the electronic properties can 
be achieved. More importantly, because of its relatively few assumptions, the present theory yields a reliable single-
particle description of positron annihilation. As a consequence, it represents an excellent starting point for a systematic 
many-particle description of the process. 
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Figure 7b      
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 Figure 8c 
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